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Objectives 目标
By the 2030s, in its complete configuration, GRAND
will reach a sensitivity that will enable the detection
of neutrinos with energies above 1017 eV. Thanks to its
sub-degree angular resolution, it will launch ultrahigh-energy neutrino astronomy! Already by 2025,
GRAND will be able to make the first discovery of
these neutrinos. GRAND will be the largest experiment
for the detection of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays and
photons. Moreover, GRAND will uniquely explore
fundamental neutrino physics, the astrophysics of fast
radio bursts, and the epoch of reionization.
GRAND预计2030前后建成。完成的GRAND将达到极高
灵敏度和低于一度的角分辨率，确保其在最保守的理论框
架下依旧实现对于能量在1017电子伏特及以上的中微子的
成功探测，开创中微子天文学！至2025年，部分完成的
GRAND将已经具备足够的竞争力，可探测到第一批超高
能中微子。GRAND同时将是世界上最大的超高能宇宙射
线及光子探测器，成为拓展人类对于超高能宇宙认知的重
要里程碑。此外，GRAND将对中微子基础物理，射电暴
天体物理，及宇宙学的研究做出不可或缺的贡献。

GOALS

NEUTRINOS! 中微子！
• Neutrinos are elementary particles that interact weakly
with matter. This characteristic makes them challenging
to detect and study.
• At the same time, neutrinos can serve as unique
messengers of the extreme Universe, as they allow us to
see farther in the early Universe and deeper in objects.
• Neutrinos are undeflected by magnetic fields and
are clear hadronic acceleration signatures. They are
the essential ingredient for high-energy astronomy.

高能粒子在通过地下或大气时会与环境里的原子发生反应，
引发能量高达1017电子伏特的广延大气簇射。这些粒子簇进
而产生瞬态相干电磁辐射。GRAND通过在50-200兆赫兹频
段观测这些射电信号来找到引发它们的超高能粒子。

Why now? 为什么是现在？
With the first detection of very high-energy neutrinos
and gravitational waves, we stand today at the
threshold of a multi-messenger era. Many highprecision high-energy astroparticle experiments are
projected (CTA, IceCube-Gen2, LISA...). GRAND
completes the picture at the highest energy front.
Radio-detection of astroparticles is experiencing a
renaissance, with drastic technological, theoretical and
numerical advances.
Now is the time to develop the radio technique further
and join the exciting momentum of high-energy Astrophysics!
高能中微子和引力波的成功探测正在引领我们进入多信
使时代。 很多国际高精度天体粒子试验正在襁褓之中，
例如CTA，IceCube-Gen2, LISA等。GRAND是研究宇
宙在最高能段特性的不可或缺的窗口。
使用天线探测宇宙射线的技术和理论都正在经历日新月
异的革新。现在是研发技术，参与激动人心的高能天体
物理进展的最佳时机！

• Good background noise
rejection

GOALS

SETUP

• 35 radio antennas
• 2 1 scintillators

BUDGET & STAGE

• 160k€, fully funded by
NAOC+IHEP, deployment 2018
@ Ulastai

• 中微子是一种基本粒子（费米子），它们质量很低且几乎不
与其他物质反应，因此极难被捕捉到。
• 另一方面，由于它们不轻易发生反应，中微子可以带来遥远
天体的宝贵信息，是探测极限宇宙的特殊媒介。
• 中微子作为中性粒子不受磁场影响且仅由重子反应而来，是
高能天体物理学的重点研究对象。

How does GRAND work?
GRAND如何工作？
The strategy of GRAND is to detect air showers above
1017 eV that are induced by the interaction of highenergy particles in the atmosphere or underground,
through its associated coherent radio-emission in the
50-200 MHz range.

GRAND 10K

• Standalone radio detection of
air-showers

eV (electronvolt): energy unit equal to ~10-19 Joules.
The proton rest mass energy is equivalent to ~109 eV.

2018

2020

• First GRAND sub-array,
sensitivity comparable to ARA/
ARIANNA on similar time scale,
allowing potential 1st discovery of
cosmogenic neutrinos

SETUP

• Efficient communication and power
supply between autonomous units
spread over 10 000 km2

BUDGET & STAGE
• 1500€ per detection unit

2025

• Data acquisition system with
discrete elements, but mature
design for trigger, data transfer,
consumption

2035

Cosmic rays: charged particles (mostly protons and
heavier nuclei) that constantly bombard the Earth.
A small fraction of them (ultra-high-energy cosmic rays)
are detected with colossal energies >1018 eV, at a rate
of 2 per month with the 3000 km2 Auger Observatory.
Their origins are still a mystery.
Cosmogenic neutrinos: neutrinos produced during the
propagation of their parent ultra-high-energy cosmic rays
in the intergalactic medium, via interactions with cosmic
radiation. Their existence is guaranteed as ultra-highenergy cosmic rays are observed.
Air-showers: cascades of particles produced in the
atmosphere by a primary energetic particle. The electrons
and positrons in the cascade interact with the magnetic
field of the Earth to produce radio emission.
电子伏特：能量单位，1电子伏特等于约10-19焦耳。质子的静止
质量是9亿电子伏特。
宇宙射线：来自宇宙的带电粒子（主要为质子和更重的核子。
它们中很小的一部分带着超高能量，达到1亿亿电子伏特。
宇宙中微子：超高能宇宙射线由河外星系传播到地球的过程中
与宇宙背景辐射的光子发射反应产生的中微子。
广延大气簇射：主粒子在大气中产生大量次级及高阶的基本
粒子级联，其中的电子和正电子在地球的磁场中产生的电磁
辐射。

GR ND
Giant Radio Array for Neutrino Detection
The Giant Radio Array for Neutrino Detection project aims to detect ultra-highenergy cosmic neutrinos, cosmic rays, and gamma rays with a radio antenna array
deployed over a total area of 200 000 km2 in mountainous regions, in several
favorable locations around the world.
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PROTO300
GOALS

• Standalone radio detection
of inclined showers (zenith
angle >65°) induced by high
energy cosmic rays (>1016,5 eV)
• Probing the transition between
Galactic to extra-galactic
cosmic rays at energy
~1018 eV, with detailed
composition measurements
• Understanding the physics
of air-showers in the 1016.5-1018 eV
energy range with independent
measurements of their
electromagnetic and muon
contents

SETUP

• 300 Horizon Antennas over
200 km2
• Fast data acquisition system
• Solar panels (24/7) + WiFi data
transfer
• Array of surface muon
detectors

BUDGET & STAGE

• 1.3 M€ for radio only, funded
by Chinese Institutes

GRAND 200K

巨型中微子探测射电阵列（GRAND）是由分布在20万平方公里范围内的大量偶极天线组
成，用于探测来自宇宙的高能粒子（包括中微子、宇宙射线和伽马光子等）引起的低频无
线电辐射。

GOALS

• Discover neutrinos of 1018 eV and neutrino
astronomy
•S
 election of optimal sites (mountainous,
accessible, radio-quiet) worldwide for deployment
of 10 000 km2 hotspots

SETUP

• 200 000 antennas over 200 000 km2
• ~20 x 10 000 km2 hotspots worldwide

BUDGET & STAGE

Industrial scale allows to cut costs down:
500€ per unit (150M€ in total)

http://grand.cnrs.fr/

WHY ULTRA-HIGH-ENERGY NEUTRINOS ?
Because they exist. Ultra-high-energy neutrinos are bound to be
produced by the interactions of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays with
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Because multi-messenger astronomy is the way.
The recent observation of neutron-star merger GW170817

the cosmic backgrounds, on their way from their sources to the Earth.

has brilliantly shown that the challenges of high-energy

Neutrinos should also be produced directly at the sources.

astronomy will be solved by combining data from a large

ULTRA-HIGH-ENERGY NEUTRINO ASTRONOMY

DETECTION PRINCIPLE
Cosmic ray
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In the 50-200 MHz band, the radio signal
exceeds the stationary sky radiation and

Mountains constitute sizeable targets in
addition to flat topographies. Their slopes

will be detected by radio antennas, if the

enable an optimal antenna layout for signal

primary energy is > 1017 eV.

detection and reconstruction.

• GRAND will have unrivaled sensitivity to diffuse ultra-high-energy neutrino fluxes, down to few 10−10 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1
at energy 1018 eV. This will guarantee the detection of cosmogenic neutrinos that are produced during the
propagation of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays.

Because they are the next energy frontier.
Neutrino physics is booming with 2 recent Nobel prizes and the
first detection of 1015 eV neutrinos with the IceCube experiment.

A new multi-messenger era is opening!
A proton cosmic-ray and its secondary gamma rays and
neutrinos on their flight from the source to the Earth.

Ultra-high-energy neutrinos remain undetected. GRAND is the only
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projected experiment that can reach this unchartered territory.

(tau neutrinos ντ)

ultra-highenergy
cosmic
rays

interact with the Earth
target, and produce
a tau (τ) particle,

GR ND

LHC*

1

Ultra-high-energy neutrinos
produced by powerful sources

Data and theoretical predictions for energy spectra
of gamma rays, neutrinos and cosmic rays at the
highest energies
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• A mature and autonomous technique rivalling with standard techniques,
as demonstrated by AERA, CODALEMA, LOFAR, Tunka-Rex, and TREND.
• Well-adapted for the detection of inclined showers, as induced by
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Sensitivity of GRAND and its first 10k hotspot,
for 3 neutrino flavors, over 3 years.

Horizontal lines: 90% confidence level
detection limit of GRAND for 3 and
10 years. Other project sensitivities
for ARA, ARIANNA, POEMMA are
shown for comparison with GRAND10k.

GRAND200k integrated (3 yr)
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Yellow: IceCube astrophysical flux. The

GRAND200k integrated (10 yr)

gray band spans possible cosmogenic
neutrino fluxes in the standard and most
pessimistic scenarios*.
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*R. Alves Batista, R. M. de Almeida, B. Lago, K. Kotera (JCAP), arXiv:1806.10879

Neutrino energy Eν [GeV]

that can decay in the

neutrinos: radio waves are not attenuated in the atmosphere, leading to

atmosphere, starting

100-km2 radio footprints on the ground, tens of kilometers away from the

a cascade of seconda-

shower source.

ry particles, called an

10 km

WHY RADIO?

• Radio antennas are cheap and robust: ideal for the deployment of giant arrays.

• For a diffuse neutrino flux of 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, as predicted by diverse astrophysical source

air-shower.

models, GRAND could collect more than hundreds of events in 3 years.

reach the Earth.

*Large Hadron Collider

Radio emission

the 30-200 MHz band.

Some of them

high-energy
neutrinos

magnetic field of the Earth and emits
coherent electromagnetic radiation in
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gamma rays

The air-shower interacts with the
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Extensive air shower
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ultra-high-energy cosmic rays.

νe : νµ : ντ = 1:1:1
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one of the most puzzling mysteries of our Universe: the origin of the
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understanding the violent Universe.

cosmic magnetic fields. Neutrinos with energy >1017eV can thus solve
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energy neutrino astronomy will be central to the quest of

5% of their parent cosmic-ray energy, and travel undeflected by

All-flavor (ν + ν̄) Eν2 Φν ( Eν ) [GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1]

number of multi-messenger experiments. Ultra-highBecause they are unique messengers. Neutrinos are produced with

ARRAY LAYOUT

• With 200 000 km2 at one location in Western China, the

GRAND will be an array of 200 000 antennas over

200 000 km2 corresponds to the size of Great Britain!

200 000 km2 in mountainous and radio-quiet regions to

Several hotspots of ~10 000 km2 will be deployed in

collect hundreds of neutrinos with energy > 1017 eV, with

several continents

integrated exposure over 3 years is ~ 1016 cm2 s in the energy
range 1017−20 eV. GRAND covers 80% of the sky every 24 hours.

angular resolution of a fraction of degree.
• GRAND opens the possibility of observing
point sources with its excellent angular

A ROBUST, RICH AND VERSATILE SCIENCE CASE

resolution and sky coverage. GRAND

ULTRA-HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS AND PHOTONS

BURSTING RADIO
ASTRONOMY

COSMIC DAWN

• GRAND will observe ultra-high-energy cosmic rays

• GRAND will contribute in a unique way

GRAND will strongly contribute to other

By detecting neutrinos above 1018 eV, GRAND

to the measurement of fast radio bursts

science topics such as the measurement of

will probe fundamental particle physics at

and giant radio pulses by collecting

the global signature of the Cosmic Dawn and

energies that are orders of magnitude larger

unprecedented statistics at low frequencies

of the Epoch of Reionization

than in particle accelerators, allowing for

with an aperture more than 10 times larger than the

•G
 RAND will reach a sensitivity to ultra-high-energy
photons better than that of current experiments.

Pierre Auger Observatory. The high statistics and
reconstruction performances will resolve small-scale

 y the 2020s, GRANDProto300 will already probe the
•B

anisotropies, the chemical composition and features

transition between Galactic and extra-galactic cosmic-

near the end of the cosmic ray spectrum.

rays, by measuring accurately the chemical composition
in the energy range 1017-1018 eV.

(100-200 MHz)

will kick-start ultra-high-energy neutrino

FUNDAMENTAL
NEUTRINO PHYSICS

astronomy.

stringent tests of the Standard Model and
potential discovery of new physics

• GRAND

will not be a phased antenna array,
thus taking advantage of the full antenna
field of view

GRAND field of view for 3 years

